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This year marks the fifth publication of The Edition, and the second online copy since the start of 
COVID-19. With this new normal, we’ve been thrown into unfamiliar conditions more than ever. 
Yet it’s times like these that elicit the most drastic changes in our own self improvement. In uni-
versity, we start to focus more and more on external opportunities. We tunnel vision on co-op, 
grades, and job offers, so that we start to forget about our own personal and emotional growth 
that may be less obvious to chart. But that’s where we want to come in. If this magazine had one 
ultimate motive, it would be to support the development of young artists like yourself. We know 
it’s hard to get your work out there, so we want to give you a platform, and treat you like the artists 
we know you are.

To try and unlock your potential is scary. New and unknown situations are intimidating, but it’s 
those circumstances in which we experience the best personal development. In the Ancient Greek 
myth of Pandora’s Box, Pandora, driven by curiosity, opens a box and releases all the sicknesses 
in the world. Initially, opening Pandora’s Box seems like a terrible idea, but what she finds is that 
hope remains in the box, dormant and diligent, for humans to draw from in times of need. While 
the concept of drawing hope from Pandora’s Box is conceptual, we know that much like the myth, 
unlocking potential is terrifying, but can yield something beautiful in the end.

To work on yourself is hard; it’s so much easier to just float by, do average work and be done with 
whatever you’re doing. It’s tempting to do the bare minimum and be satisfied that it’s out of our 
hands. Most people however, have a residual capacity to rise above their own level of expectations, 
to meet standards and goals, and to become more than they previously were. It’s exhausting to try 
and exceed your own expectations constantly, but before you know it you may find that you al-
ready have the key to being the best version of yourself.

Sincerely, Your Editors.



Brendan James
“ISOLATION IN THE CITY”
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“In terms of the word Unlock, I had to really unlock my 
creativity and potential in order to be inspired to shoot in 
the midst of a pandemic. I was inspired to use this color and 
editing scheme from the game Cyberpunk 2077 and am 
really happy how it turned out.”

2nd Year @bpjzy brendanj.ca



Taj Mahal
India2020

svcuison

K y o t o
Jap a n20 20

s v c u i s o n

The Great Pyramid of Giza
Egypt2020

svcuison

Cappadocia
Turkey2020

svcuison

St. Basil’s Cathedral
Moscow2020

SVCUISON

3rd YearSarah Cuison @svcuison

For most of us, we were anticipating our 
2020 summer vacation. But once the 
travel ban was announced, I was stuck 
indoors with not much to do. Fortunately, 
this gave me plenty of time to improve my 
design skills. Each day I designed a post 
stamp for a famous city or landmark and 
this daily routine really opened my eyes to 
my love for illustration and motion graph-
ics. Looking at these stamps now, it comes 
from a place of happiness. These stamps 
have kept me optimistic for my future 
travel plans.



Creativity in 
Quarantine

he importance of art has never 
been more apparent than over this 
past year. To many people, art isn’t 
considered as an essential service. 
As governments worldwide chose 

not to support their art industries, we have seen 
artists struggle without work and financial relief 
and seen famous companies and landmarks 
suffer. However,while this should result in 
catastrophe for the art and entertainment 
sector, the pandemic resulted in massive 
creative output from all levels of society. This 
past year more than any, art kept us sane. When 
we were stuck at home, we watched Netflix 
all day, we listened to new music,we caught 
up on TV shows and binged TikTok for hours. 
We turned to the creative works of others to 
distract us from a reality that was new and 
unfamiliar. Art instantly became a safety net for 
people when we had to stay home, it was away 
to pass the time and it served as a reminder 
that some things can still be normal. When 
presented with this surplus of free time, people 
looked to art as a new hobby. Whether it was 
painting, learning a new instrument or baking 
sourdough bread, we found that art had a way 
of sustaining us and kept our minds active. You 
can see its effects on people now; everyone 
you know suddenly knows how to play guitar, 
or make clothes,or started a design business. 
At some point, without realizing it, these 
simple pastimes genuinely helped people in an 

emotional capacity, they helped keep things 
light and acted as a constant in times governed 
by uncertainty. There is something invaluable in 
the way that art can reflect society’s attitude. 
We saw art pay tribute to the death of cultural 
icons like Chadwick Boseman and Kobe Bryant, 
and artists gave voice to social outcry during the 
death of George Floyd and the resurgence of 
BLM. 

From a technical standpoint, art may not be 
an essential service. Yet, there’s no way we 
could have made it this far without it.  If you 
were to go on without art, to experience life 
with only the bare essentials, that wouldn’t 
be living,merely surviving. While the initial 
culture shock of quarantine may be behind 
us, the creativity from quarantine still exists in 
this book. The Edition is a platform for future 
creatives to get their start, so if their art helped 
get them through quarantine, you might find 
them helping you in the near future.

“Creative expression grew 
from a pastime to the voice 

of the people when we 
needed to be heard.”

Ben Valles | 2nd Year | @

T
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Celina Nguyen 4th Year @celxoart | celnguyen.com



“THE REAPER”
Ronan Hickey 4th Year @ronanhickeyart
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1st YearMaida Majeed @amvisi0ns



Sherry Wu

“When COVID put us into 
lockdown, I still wanted to take 
photography, make something fun, 
and be creative. I didn’t exactly have 
anyone around me to take photos 
of, so I thought, “why not play 
with some jellyfish right here in my 
room!” And, that’s just what I did”

“JELLY”
2

nd Year
@

 wusherrywu | wusherrywu.m
yportfolio.com
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1st YearAbby McGrath @amvisi0ns



AbbyAbby
McgrathMcgrath

Year: 01
@amvisi0ns

C
hatum

ini C
rystal Kodikara

2
nd Year

@
m

inidesigns_

“THROUGH THE DOORS”

“Through the door” depicts my artistic interpretation of Alice in Wonderland, a beloved 
children’s classic. In this scene, Alice would find the “drink me bottle” and shrink down 
to the right size to go through the door. However, it seems that Alice hasn’t found it yet. 
Alice holds the key to moving forward but, is unable to because of who she is at that mo-
ment. That is something I have been feeling for a while and I wanted to portray such here.
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Heather Ecobichon 1st year @heaterpaints



With the pandemic came uncertainty and chaos across every aspect of life. 
Panic and fear rose; however, one thing that remained constant is nature. 
Among the battles, waves never stopped rolling, plants continued to grow, 
and seasons kept changing. The world stopped and then came a sense of 
peace that flew across forests, plains, rivers, and oceans. There is always light 
hidden somewhere in disorder. For artists, that light, that escape, is creating 
and storytelling. What was your peace?

“CALM AMIDST CHAOS”
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A capstone project created for FINE204 that was done in my own basement. 
The piece is to prove to others that art can be found anywhere even when you are 
limited to some cellophane, a few blankets, and your own unfinished basement. All 

you need is a bit of creativity.

“THE INDIVIDUALITY OF COLOUR”

Sonia Zhou



I wanted my theme of the everyday to be what you would least expect. There’s 
this idea of regression and when introduced to a new environment, humans 

tend to find patterns and similarities to their routines. If new experiences 
become too overwhelming, humanity regresses to a familiar routine instead of 
expanding on their abilities. In a way, the pandemic kind of makes us regress 

because we aren’t used to what’s happening.

“THE HUMAN REGRESSION”
1 st year

@
 quetztal
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Dylan 
Cheung
“TOO ROUTINE”



“My intention behind this series 
titled “Too Routine,” was to convey 
the various ways we go about life in 
quarantine. In my personal experience, 
I had a pretty optimistic view during 
the first few weeks of lockdown up until 
they kept extending it. “

2nd Year @d.ccreates
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Daniel MacNeil 4th Year @danielmacneil
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“The situation we are all experiencing is a two sided blade. It can be stressful and exhausting being 
stuck indoors but there is the positive side of giving us more time to learn something we have 
always wanted to do. For me I wanted to learn 3D modeling and rendering for years now but I 
never had enough time to tackle the huge learning curve with it. Being stuck indoors unlocked a 
window of opportunity that I have been waiting for and allowed me to go deep into this medium.”

Brendan Wong 3rd Year @whytofu



“I began this project during quarantine where I 
manipulate cityscapes all around the world into crazy, 
warped, and sometimes colorful pieces. I  begin with 
one idea or concept and build around it. This project 
allows me to explore the world without being able to 
leave my home.”

“FINAL FALL”

4th Year @nathanvonwist

Nathan von
Wistinghausen
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Esha Kulkarni 2nd Year @kulkarne3



Jaycie Linh 2nd Year @jaycielinh    jaycielinh.wixsite.com/portfolio
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Sam Foss 4th Year @fossfocus www.samfoss.com



“The beginning of the pandemic represented 
times of change and adaptation, it took time to 
make peace with the situation. The illustration 
represents the attitude after accepting and 
adapting to the new normal.”
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Ethel Zlotnik MDEI @zlotnik behance.net/ethelthedesigner



Vedant Patel
2

nd Year
@

vedant.dsn
vedantpatel.com



Emily Fong 2nd Year @emilyfongdesign 

“GHOSTEMANE”
"GHOSTEMANE" is a portrait of and an album cover mockup for Eric 
Whitney, professionally known as Ghostemane. This was very much a 

comfort piece for me during quarantine as I was working with a subject 
and stylistic elements that brought me a lot of joy.
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Angela Nguyen Year 2 @axgeladesigns

Kim DailyKim Daily
The Kim Daily series represents the artsy and a 
day to day life of individuals. Based off of Kim 
Namjoon's #kimdaily and the term namjooning, 
it's based around enjoying the simple things in 
life.

Angela N
guyen

2
nd Year

@
axgeladesigns

“KIM DAILY” The Kim Daily series represents the artsy and a 
day to day life of individuals. Based off of Kim 
Namjoon's #kimdaily and the term namjooning, 
it's based around enjoying the simple things in 
life.
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ARTS 
ENDOWNMENT 
FUND

Veronica Hoo 2nd Year @vnh.jpg

“DECODE”
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The Edition was generously funded by 

ARTS ENDOWNMENT FUND

ARTS 
ENDOWNMENT 
FUND
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ENDOWNMENT 
FUND
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yashraje.com 

@optionnotavailable

@littleperformingartist

@grace_enns

@jacquelyn.design

@yianeuei

Yash Raje

Jonathan Law

Samantha Woo

Grace Enns

Jacquelyn Yu

Grace Yang



@ben.valles

@v_sartor

Ben Valles

Vanessa Sartor

@aliya_khakiAliya Khaki

@@hillary.dHillary DeGuzman

@juliehuwinJule Huynh

@tay.jovieTay Miranda

@michi.nguyMichelle Nguyen
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